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Abstract: Identifying the relationship between human mobility, air pollution, and communicable
disease poses a challenge for impact evaluation and public health planning. Specifically, Coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) and air pollution from fine particulates (PM2.5), by which human mobility is
mediated in a public health emergency. To describe the interplay between human mobility and PM2.5
during the spread of COVID-19, we proposed a nonlinear model of the time-dependent transmission
rate as a function of these factors. A compartmental epidemic model, together with daily confirmed
case data in Bangkok, Thailand during 2020–2021, was used to estimate the intrinsic parameters
that can determine the impact on the transmission dynamic of the two earlier outbreaks. The results
suggested a positive association between mobility and transmission, but this was strongly dependent
on the context and the temporal characteristics of the data. For the ascending phase of an epidemic,
the estimated coefficient of mobility variable in the second wave was greater than in the first wave,
but the value of the mobility component in the transmission rate was smaller. Due to the influence
of the baseline value and PM2.5, the estimated basic reproduction number of the second wave was
higher than that of the first wave, even though mobility had a greater influence. For the descending
phase, the value of the mobility component in the second wave was greater, due to the negative
value of the estimated mobility coefficient. Despite this scaling effect, the results suggest a negative
association between PM2.5 and the transmission rates. Although this conclusion agrees with some
previous studies, the true effect of PM2.5 remains inconclusive and requires further investigation.

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic; PM2.5; human mobility; epidemic model

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic, human mobility, and air pollution are mutually interacting
issues that require good strategies and adequate preventive measures to mitigate their dev-
astating power amid environmental crises [1]. Although the exact relationship between air
pollution and COVID-19 infections is inconclusive, it is evident that exposure to particulate
matter (PM), especially with a diameter of 2.5 (PM2.5) may induce accelerated transmission
dynamics [2–6]. It is thought that PM2.5 could act as a carrier for droplet nuclei that
facilitate the infectiousness of the SARS-CoV-2 in aerosols for hours and on surfaces for
days [1]. This results in a high probability of prolonging the virus in the atmosphere [7].
Nevertheless, some studies have reported no significant or a negative association between
PM2.5 and COVID-19 case counts [8,9]. It is noted that further evidence is needed, focusing
on the long-term effects of integrated meteorological variables, lockdown measures, and
population mobility.

Not only are they health-threatening, COVID-19 and air pollution also cause significant
changes in lifestyle. Travel restrictions, social distancing, face masks, and limiting public
meetings during the pandemic could have had an impact on the spread. In particular,
limiting human mobility may also partially affect air pollution [5,10,11]. For example,
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the lockdown measures may have caused significant decreases in the concentrations of
PM2.5 globally in the range of 2.9–76.5% [12]. Thus, the interaction between human
mobility and air pollution should not be neglected, in order to understand the response of
transmission dynamics.

Several sources of mobility data developed in recent years contain rich, multi-faceted
spatiotemporal information on human mobility patterns. With the rapid growth of telecom-
munication devices, global positioning systems (GPS) enable the collection of individual
mobility data through the GPS position of each mobile phone user. These data have been
regularly updated and released to the public for the purpose of supporting public health
authorities and the research community in response to COVID-19 [13]. The most commonly
used mobility dataset platforms are Google Mobility Reports and Apple Mobility Trends
Report. These data have been widely used for the different aims of studies, such as the
evaluation of control measures, how people’s mobility patterns change when there are
restrictions in place, how air pollution changes during lockdowns, etc. [14].

As the characteristics of the epidemic, social behavior, and response policy were
diverse across regions and time periods, several models of human mobility have been indi-
vidually designed and developed to quantify the impact of public health measures [15–18].
A common finding confirms the positive correlation between human mobility and the
infection of COVID-19. A ten percentage point reduction in mobility may be associated
with a 0.04–0.07 reduction in the value of the effective reproduction number [19]. However,
there are a few models that have combined the effect of pollution [5]. Most modeling
processes usually apply statistical methods, including advanced regression models [17,20].
However, the result may potentially be misleading if the underlying relationship between
the variables is nonlinear [21]. It is also difficult to identify the underlying mechanism as
the complexity increases.

In this study, a mixture between data-based and epidemic-compartmental-based
modeling was implemented to quantify the effects of human mobility and PM2.5 during
the emergence and recurrence of SARS-CoV-2. The susceptible–exposed–infectious–recover
model with time-dependent transmission rate was developed. We propose a novel model
of time-dependent transmission that depends on the product of a function of human
mobility and a nonlinear function of PM2.5 concentration. These two variables are treated
as external forces in the model. We aimed to describe the influence of mobility and PM2.5
using estimated intrinsic parameters given a time series of percentage change in mobility,
average PM2.5 concentration, and daily confirmed case data. We extracted a dataset of two
early outbreaks in Bangkok, Thailand during 2020–2021. Bangkok is the place where the
first confirmed case outside China was detected. A review of the early pandemic and an
assessment of the intervention in Thailand can be found in the literature [22–26].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data

This study focuses on two early outbreaks in Bangkok, the capital and the most
populous city of Thailand. The population size of Bangkok metropolis was about 5.58
and 5.52 million people in 2020 and 2021, respectively, which was about 8.4 percent of
the country’s population. Bangkok is the place where the first case in the country was
detected. Daily confirmed cases were collected from COVID-19 situation reports by the
Emergency Operation Center, Department of Disease Control of Thailand. According to
the shape of the epidemic curve (see Figure 1a), it is clear that the range of the first outbreak
can be determined from 13 January 2020 to 19 May 2020. Unlike the second outbreak,
the designation of this early phase is easier than the descending phase. Since the origin
of the second nationwide pandemic was in Samut Sakhon province, an area adjacent to
Bangkok, the starting point of the epidemic in Bangkok was similar. According to the data,
a temporal period with a decline in daily confirmed cases can be observed. Beyond this
phase, the number of cases continually increased through the onset of the third outbreak
event, and meanwhile, a vaccination campaign was launched. Since we aimed to model
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and compare the effect of mobility and PM2.5 on the first wave, as the first step, we defined
the period of the second outbreak in Bangkok as from 20 November 2020 to 7 March 2021.
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Figure 1. Data presentations in Bangkok for (a) the number of daily reported cases, (b) the percentage
of mobility changes, and (c) the daily average PM2.5 density.

The mobility trend reports provided by Apple were used as the estimated change in
the volume of people driving, walking, and taking public transit during the pandemic. The
measure used was the relative volume of requests for directions in Apple Maps relative
to the number of requests occurring on 13 January 2020 [15]. In Figure 1b, we calculated
the average of two routes per day to capture the overall percentage change. The weekly
cyclic pattern reflects the relatively higher movement volume during the weekend. This
trend shows two significant decreases during the two epidemic events, i.e., the first wave
lockdown measures in April, and the period between the end of 2020 and January 2021
of the second outbreak. It is noted that, after mobility had reached its relative minimum,
the change in volume returned to the average normal level, which was lower than the
reference level, i.e., 100% or prior to the pandemic.We can also observe that there were both
decreasing and increasing trends in mobility in the descending period in the case report for
the the second wave.

The evidence shows that there was an association between the particulate matter and
increased incidence and mortality of COVID-19 in various regions [3]. The density data
for PM2.5 in the Bangkok metropolis were collected from fourteen distributed ambient air
quality monitoring stations of the Thai Pollution Control Department. The 24 h average
was calculated per station and the 14-station average was computed, as shown in Figure 1c.
The overall fluctuating pattern shows the relatively high pollution during the winter season.
Coincidentally, the periods of high pollution coincided with the time of the outbreaks. The
average density of PM2.5 in Bangkok showed a bi-week oscillation. The long-term data
from 2006 to 2016 reveals that the PM2.5 during the dry season (about October–April) was
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higher than in the wet season (about May–September) [27]. This characteristic was also
observed during the pandemic event in 2020–2021.

2.2. Time Breaking and Correlation Test

For each outbreak, we aimed to measure the effects of mobility and PM2.5 during two
events: i.e., the ascending phase (phase I), when the outbreak commenced until reaching the
peak, and the descending phase (phase II) correlated with the decline in the number of cases
through to the ceasing or a relatively small number of cases. As the data size matters, this
simple partition of time may be suitable for the presented estimation procedure. According
to the daily cases report, the separation points were 29 March 2020 for the first wave and
7 January 2021 for the second wave. These separation points were chosen using the local
maximum number of daily confirmed cases.

Prior to modeling the relationship between the transmission of COVID-19 and the
two variables, i.e., human mobility and PM2.5, we examined whether the number of daily
confirmed cases were related to the variables that were thought to affect it. Spearman rank
correlation was used to test the correlation, since this is non-parametric and appropriate
for ordinal data [28]. The two-way hypothesis test used was as follows: H0 : ρS = 0 and
HA : ρS 6= 0, where ρS stands for the Pearson correlation coefficient. The formula for
calculating the sampled Spearman correlation coefficient is given by

rS = 1−
6 ∑n

i d2
i

n(n2 − 1)
,

where di is the difference in paired orders, and n is the sample size. To this end, the dataset
was separately tested according to the aforementioned setting, with a 95% confidence level.
The results are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Spearman correlation between the daily reported cases and the input variables.

Phase Input Variable rS p-Value Null Hypothesis

Wave 1

I Mobility −0.6234 1.4030 × 10−9 Rejected
PM2.5 −0.3971 3.4870 × 10−4 Rejected

II Mobility −0.8546 1.4930 × 10−15 Rejected
PM2.5 0.2496 7.7360 × 10−2 Rejected

Wave 2

I Mobility −0.7633 1.8150 × 10−10 Rejected
PM2.5 0.1839 2.0590 × 10−1 Rejected

II Mobility −0.4973 6.1470 × 10−5 Rejected
PM2.5 0.1290 3.3030 × 10−1 Rejected

The results indicate that the number of new cases in Bangkok and the population
mobility moved in opposite directions, while the number of new cases and PM2.5 had
a positive relationship, except for during the first phase of the first wave. Overall, the
relationship between the number of cases and mobility was stronger than with PM2.5. It can
be seen that, for both variables, there was some degree of association with the number
of confirmed cases, as the null hypothesis was rejected. Nevertheless, this was far from
justifying the exact relationship, since we ignored the effects of other variables in estimating
the correlation coefficient, especially, the cooperative effect of mobility and PM2.5, and
the time delay caused by the incubation. Thus, a suitable epidemiological model with a
modified time-dependent transmission rate could be proposed [29].
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2.3. Mathematical Model

To establish the relationship between the incidence, mobility, and PM2.5, we first
developed an epidemiological model by assuming that the transmission rate depended on
mobility and PM2.5 (see Figure 2). These two factors were viewed as inputs to the model.
A simple epidemiological model was developed of the SEIR type, since an incubation period
is usually taken into account [30]. Since we are dealing with a temporal dynamic, i.e., each
outbreak was isolated, and the fraction of infected people was small, incorporating the
effect of reinfection might be redundant for our purpose. Let S(t) and E(t) be the number
of susceptible and exposed population at time t. The recovered group denoted by R(t)
can be thought of as the immunized or deceased, and this dynamic can be ignored due
to the assumption of a constant population, given by N. Since asymptomatic infection
is important, we differentiated the asymptomatic population denoted by Ia from the
symptomatic population denoted by Is. The corresponding transmissibility and recovery
rates were also differentiated, whose labels are indicated by subscripts. The dynamical
equations of the transmission of COVID-19 can be expressed as

dS(t)
dt

= − β(t)
N

S(t)(cIa(t) + Is(t)),

dE(t)
dt

=
β(t)
N

S(t)(cIa(t) + Is(t))− σE(t),

dIa(t)
dt

= σαE(t)− γa Ia(t), (1)

dIs(t)
dt

= (1− α)σE(t)− γs Is(t),

where c denotes the scaled factor of transmissibility, α denotes the asymptomatic ratio, σ de-
notes the transfer rate from the exposed class to the infectious class, and γi, i = a, s denotes
the recovery rate. A summary of the variables and parameters is given in Appendix A.

Figure 2. Modeling the incidence of COVID-19 driven by mobility and PM2.5.

Let M(t) be the percentage change in human mobility at time t, while P(t) is the
average density of PM2.5 at time t. We assumed that the transmission rate was a linear
function of mobility, but nonlinear (power law) for PM2.5. The effect on the transmission
rate was assumed to be the product of these two functions. Thus, the time-dependent
transmission rate can be expressed as

β(t) = β0

(
1− b

[
1− M(t)

100

])(
P(t)

maxt∈[t0,t f ]
P(t)

)d

, (2)

where β0, b, and d are the parameters to be estimated. The baseline parameter, β0 describes
the transmission rate subject to the mobility pattern prior to the emergence of COVID-19.
Besides the effect of mobility, the estimated value of β0 also reflects the contact rate subject
to non-pharmaceutical intervention during the epidemic event. The exponent parameter d
indicates the contribution of PM2.5 to the transmission. As the effect of mobility is fixed,
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the transmission rate is scaled down by the density of PM2.5 if d > 0, but it is scaled up if
d < 0. However, the association of the two effects should be accounted for. To keep the
transmission rate nonnegative for this model, we use the constraint

b ≤
(

1− M(t)
100

)−1

, (3)

for all t in a time interval of interest.

2.4. Parameter Estimation

To estimate the transmission rate over a time interval, we assumed that the disease
occurred independently in different people, and a new case occurring in a short period
was proportional to the number of people. This assumption allowed us to use the Poisson
distribution for the number of daily reported cases with the mean

m(t) = θ(1− α)σE(t), (4)

where 0 < θ < 1 is the fraction of cases reported over the total cases, and the term 1− α
indicates the symptomatic infections, which were mostly reported [31]. The term E(t) can be
numerically calculated from the model (1), for which the values of the relevant parameters
were extracted from previous studies [32–34] (see Appendix A). The reason for choosing
a Poisson distribution was that its simple form–a single parameter–greatly simplifies the
log-likelihood function, which avoids over-fitting when the number of available data points
is small [35].

Let xi be the number of new cases reported at time ti, i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. The log-
likelihood function for the Poisson distribution is given by

L(β0, b, d) =
n−1

∑
i=0
−m(ti) + xi ln m(ti).

Thus,

(β̂0, b̂, d̂) = arg max
(β0,b,d)

L,

gives a solution to the maximum likelihood estimation problem. A flowchart of the
parameter estimation algorithm is shown in Appendix A. Analysis of the correlation
between the transmission rate and the mobility over multiple lags indicated that high
correlations were found with 1-week and 2-week lags [16,19]. We note that the lag effect
was ignored in the present model, due to the assumption that the change in the number of
contacts should be instantaneous as the mobility changes.

Once the transmission rate is estimated, the time-dependent reproduction number can
be computed as

Rt = β(t)
(

αc
γa

+
(1− α)

γs

)
, (5)

where R0 accounts for the basic reproduction number.

3. Results

Table 2 gives the estimated values and estimation performance for each time interval.
In the first period of the epidemic, the estimated baseline transmission of the second wave
was higher than that of the first wave, even though the highest daily cases were fewer.
Since this parameter mainly relates to the contact rate, two possible explanations link the
adaptation of people to the new episode. In other words, the fear lessened, and the public
health response was delayed, due to the origin of the outbreak not being in Bangkok.
Since the estimated value of the exponent d was negative, the presence of PM2.5 overall
magnified the infection and adjusted the baseline transmission rate, where the degree in
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the second wave was slightly higher than in the first wave. As seen in the input data, the
level of PM2.5 concentration and the scaling effect in the ascending phases of both waves
were coherent.

Table 2. Estimation results.

Phase Parameter Estimated Value 95%CI Standard Error AIC

Wave 1

β0 0.1032 (0.0705, 0.1512) 0.1948
I b 0.9409 (0.8212, 1.0605) 0.0610 681.8815

d −1.7720 (−2.1868, −1.3573) 0.2116

β0 0.0742 (0.0338, 0.1626) 0.4005
II b 1.2435 (1.1869, 1.300) 0.0289 713.8336

d −2.1793 (−2.9594, −1.3992) 0.3980

Wave 2

β0 0.1673 (0.1069, 0.2618) 0.2284
I b 1.3526 (1.2390, 1.4662) 0.0580 585.8771

d −2.2687 (−2.7176, −1.8198) 0.2290

β0 0.0091 (0.0051, 0.0162) 0.2940
II b −7.0783 (−10.6588, −3.4978) 1.8268 464.5327

d −1.2223 (−1.5683, −0.8764) 0.1765

Although the positive correlation between the time-dependent transmission rate and
the mobility, M(t), can be inferred from the results, there was a prominent distinction
in terms of scaled factor between the two waves. Since the estimated value of b in the
ascending phase of the second wave was greater, the change in the mobility component of
the transmission rate in the second wave was faster, namely the linear mobility function
was steeper. However, it seemed that the mobility component in the first wave had a
greater value for most values of M(t). To verify this, we substituted the estimated values
of b into the mobility component and compared between the two waves. It is easy to see
that this was true for 26.06% < M(t) < 100%. By inspecting the mobility data, all percent
changes in mobility in the second wave satisfied such a range. There were a few days in
January 2020 when the percent change in mobility was greater than 100%.

For the descending phase, the estimated baseline transmission in the second wave was
lower than in the first wave, showing that the contact rate was relatively low after the new
year period. The effect of PM2.5 was, however, opposite to the ascending phase; that is,
the degree of the first wave was higher than that of the second wave. This effect may have
been caused by the optimization process, which attempted to adjust the baseline value.
Interestingly, the estimated value of parameter b was negative in the second wave, which
was the best model according to AIC. Although this seems to be contradictory, we argue
that during the descending phase of cases being reported, the mobility instead showed an
increasing trend. As we pointed out, the descending phase was indeed very temporal and
increased to the next level as time passed.We also found that the mobility component in
the second wave had a greater value for all M(t) than in the first wave. Theoretically, the
probable interval was 19.58% < M(t) < 100%

Figures 3 and 4 show the model predictions and the predicted time-dependent trans-
mission rates (blue lines), respectively. To determine the pure effect of PM2.5, we plotted
β(t), for which the mobility change was fixed at 100% (green line). In Figure 4a, the couple
lines are approximately close to each other, until in the vicinity of the epidemic peak, and
the difference was clearer subsequently. This distinction indicates the effect of the mobility
component. Prior to the peak, the fluctuation of β(t) largely followed the PM2.5 pattern,
even though the mobility continually decreased. We observed that the mobility component
was prominently effective from the middle of March 2020, when the percentage changes
initially dropped below 50%.
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Figure 3. Model fitting of the first and second waves of the COVID-19 pandemic in Bangkok.
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In Figure 4b, the distinction between β(t) and pure PM2.5 can be clearly detected in
the ascending phase. As we mentioned, the mobility component was lower than in the first
wave. After the peak, however, the scaling effect of the mobility component reversed, i.e.,
the value of the mobility component was greater than that of the first wave, and the percent
change increased. This low level of transmission was mainly caused by the baseline value.

We now predict the basic reproduction numbers based on the present model. By using
the estimated parameters, we obtain R0 = 2.37, for the first wave, and R0 = 3.512 for
the second wave. It is seen that the estimated R0 in the first wave is close to, but a bit
lower than, the value obtained in previous studies [26,32,36]. The present model allows
calculating the time-dependent reproduction number shown in Formula (5), in which the
dynamic of Rt is identical to the change in β(t), but scaled by 7.27.

4. Discussion

We used a mixture of data-based and compartmental-based modeling to disclose
the relationship between the infection rate of COVID-19 and the series of external inputs
that partly captured the behavioral response of people to the emerging and reemerging
pandemics, including the influence of environmental conditions. The dynamic of the
transmission rate was assumed to be proportional to the product of a linear mobility
function and the power law of PM2.5, where the proportional constant determined the
baseline value. The daily confirmed case data during the two outbreaks in Bangkok
2020–2021 was used as a case study. The influence of mobility and PM2.5 was separately
analyzed for the periods of epidemic growth and decay. The time series of mobility data
during the two outbreaks displayed similar patterns; i.e., a down and up trend in the
percentage change in the mobility volume. This reflects the strength of the lockdown
measures and the anxiety of people about the new threat.

The PM2.5 data show bi-week fluctuations, in which the average concentration in
the second wave was relatively high. The results showed that the transmission rate was
positively correlated with mobility, except for the last period, while the presence of PM2.5
increased the baseline value of transmission. However, the model predicted a negative
association between PM2.5 and the transmission rate. For example, we found that the
transmission rate dropped by 6.2% as the concentration of PM2.5 increased 1 µg/m3 during
the ascending phase of the first wave. Although several studies have pointed out that
PM2.5 could be associated with the 15.08% increase in COVID-19 cases [3], the mechanical
causation of mobility’s role in the infection requires deeper investigation. Nevertheless,
our findings conform to studies in Bangkok and New York, in which the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient indicated that COVID-19 cases were negatively correlated with
PM2.5 [8,9].

We have shown that the transmission rate in the first wave positively correlated with
mobility, even though it presented a downtrend from the beginning of the year. However,
it is difficult to evaluate the contribution of mobility to the growth of the epidemic in the
first wave, since the recovery period of mobility occurred after the outbreak had ended.
The transmission rate dropped on average by 1.25% for the ascending phase, and 8.32% for
the descending phase, as the mobility decreased by 1%. Compared to the second wave, the
decrease rate of mobility in the first wave was relatively low. The impact of mobility in the
early phase was very low, unless the percentage change was lower than 50%. The main
factor that dominated the reduction in the ascending phase was the baseline transmission.
To achieve the goal of Rt < 1, the model suggested that β(t) had to be less than 0.13. While
PM2.5 magnified the baseline value, the mobility was low enough to keep Rt < 1 in the
last phase.

In the second wave, however, a positive association with mobility was only detected in
the ascending phase. The transmission rate decreased on average by 3.28% as the mobility
dropped by 1%. Compared with the first wave, the larger reduction was due to the short
period of the downtrend in mobility, which reflects the weaker control measures. It can
be seen that the minimum mobility was higher on average than the minimum in the first
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wave. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the estimated value of the basic reproduction
number in the second wave was greater than in the first wave, even though the reduction in
mobility had a greater impact. This was because of the baseline value and the scaling effect
of PM2.5. The negative association of mobility in the last phase may have been the result of
the concurrence of the decline period in daily confirmed cases and the period of increasing
mobility, which came faster than in the first wave. The transmission rate dropped on
average by 1.64% for the descending phase as mobility increased by 1%. Therefore, we can
observe that the effect of mobility in this phase was reversed.

In summary, the results potentially support the general theory about the temporal
effect of mobility on the transmission of COVID-19, especially the decreasing phase of mo-
bility. However, the results also strongly depend on the time period and the characteristics
of the case data. Thus, a further analysis of the data correlation might help to confirm
the disclosed relationship. For the mobility function, we observed that if b > 1, then the
reduction in the rate of infection by mobility was greater for M(t) < 100%, compared with
the case 0 < b < 1. On the contrary, enhancing the rate of infection through mobility was
greater for M(t) > 100%, compared with the case 0 < b < 1. While the role of PM2.5
in transmission is controversial, our results also support the recent findings about the
negative effect of PM2.5. The technical reason behind this might concern the limitations of
the models. The simple form of the functions, adopted for the sake of simplicity, and the
structure of the epidemic model was kept to a minimum, just to be sufficient, to present
the salient features of the transmission of COVID-19 at a large scale and appropriate to the
temporal dynamic of the epidemic. This would allow a more complex extension, such as the
effect of vaccination, the combination of non-pharmaceutical measures, social behavior, and
other pollution factors such as PM10, carbon monoxide, surface ozone, sulfur dioxide, etc.
Such possible extensions could easily be made through restructuring the model equations
and modifying the time-dependent transmission rate. For the latter, possible additional
parameters describing the intervention such as contact tracing, isolation, vaccination, travel
restriction, face mask wearing, and social distancing could be included in the Formula (2).

It would also be possible to consider the sensitivity to parameters and uncertainty in
the model output; i.e., how the estimated results changed with respect to the small change
in known parameter values. If information about the distributions of the input parameters
is known, the sensitivity measure could account for the simultaneous variation in input
parameters. In this study, one could examine further the uncertainty of the results subject to
small variations in the asymptomatic ratio, the infectious period, and the initial conditions
of the dynamic model.

The results of this study also motivate a future question about how the contact rate,
transmission probability, and the mobility interacted through environmental changes.
However, the need for further data and information about the relevant variables and
parameters may be a trade-off, with the possibility of bias and instability of estimation.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

COVID-19 Coronavirus disease 2019
PM2.5 Particulate matter with a diameter of 2.5 micrometers
AIC Akaike information criterion
CI Confidence interval

Appendix A

Figure A1. Flowchart of parameter estimation process.
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Table A1. Summary of variables and parameters used in this study.

Symbol Definition Value Reference

Variable/function

S(t) number of susceptible individuals at time t
E(t) number of exposed individuals at time t
Ia(t) number of asymptomatic patients at time t
Is(t) number of symptomatic patients at time t
M(t) percent change of human mobility at time t
P(t) averaged PM2.5 concentration at time t
β(t) transmission rate at time t
m(t) mean number of daily reported cases

Rt time-dependent reproduction number

Parameter

N Bangkok population 5,666,264 [37]

c ratio of transmissibility between 0.418asymptomatic and symptomatic case [33]
α asymptomatic ratio 0.3 [34]

γa recovery rate of asymptomatic infection 0.2 day−1 [26]
γs recovery rate of symptomatic infection 0.10526 day−1 [26]
σ outflow rate of exposed state 1/5.2 day−1 [26]
θ fraction of new infections that have been reported 0.2 [32]

β0
transmission rate at 100% mobility change estimateper one unit of PM2.5 concentration

b linear coefficient in mobility function estimate
d exponent of scaled PM2.5 concentration estimate

R0 basic reproduction number estimate
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